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CAST OUT OF EDEN
The Untold Story of John Muir, Indigenous Peoples, and the American Wilderness
ROBERT AQUINAS MCNALLY

Cast Out of Eden explores John Muir’s role in the dispossession of Native Americans from U.S. wild lands and points a way toward reconciliation.

“A convincing, corrective portrait of a revered but flawed man, and of a movement’s original sins. It ends on a note of modest hope, as McNally jumps to the present to detail how Native Americans are claiming their rightful places in the nation’s national parks.”
—Peter Fish, San Francisco Chronicle Datebook

“To most Americans, John Muir is a folk hero, a writer and thinker who inspired the nation’s wilderness preservation movement. Robert McNally’s powerful new biography offers a darker vision, situating Muir’s life and work within America’s violent campaigns of Indigenous land dispossession and genocide. Cast Out of Eden is a vivid and absorbing read, one that will challenge everything you think you know about one of America’s most famous environmentalists.”
—Megan Kate Nelson, author of The Three-Cornered War

May 2024 • 328 pp. $34.95 • hardcover
THE DREAMCATCHER IN THE WRY
Tiffany Midge
INTRODUCTION BY DEVON A. MIHESUAH
Tiffany Midge’s hilarious and biting collection of essays, written during the COVID-19 pandemic, brims with satiric insight from a Native American perspective. The Dreamcatcher in the Wry entertains while it informs, gleaning wisdom from the incongruities of everyday life and turning over the colonizer’s society and culture for some good old Native American roasting.

“In the tradition of Alexander Posey, Alice Walker, Vine Deloria Jr., and other astute literary and social commentators, Tiffany Midge responds to life’s synchronicities and idiosyncrasies—trends, obsessions, observations, and life in quarantine—with her acute and original humor, wit, and trademark style.”
—Chip Livingston, author of Saints of the Republic

December 2024 • 208 pp.
$29.95 • hardcover

MY GRANDFATHER’S ALTAR
Five Generations of Lakota Holy Men
RICHARD MOVES CAMP
EDITED BY SIMON J. JOSEPH

My Grandfather’s Altar is an oral-literary narrative account of Richard Moves Camp’s family history and traditions.

“A profound recollection and a generous sharing of the experiences of holiness and power, humility and obligation, history and memory: a new classic in a long tradition of Lakota accounts of Lakota life.”
—Philip J. Deloria, author of Becoming Mary Sully: Toward an American Indian Abstract

“This book provides a contemporary perspective and contributes greatly to the spiritual or religious life of contemporary Lakota and non-Lakota people.”—Delphine Red Shirt, author of Turtle Lung Woman’s Granddaughter

March 2024 • 234 pp.
$24.95 • paperback
American Indian Lives
THE EDUCATION OF CLARENCE THREE STARS
A Lakota American Life
PHILIP BURNHAM

Philip Burnham’s threefold biography of Clarence Three Stars, the Pine Ridge Reservation, and the Oglala Lakota peoples during a half century of forced change and transformation reveals how Three Stars worked to undermine the settler-colonial system into which the Carlisle Indian Industrial School had tried to assimilate him.

“In his search for his place in a new world, [Clarence] Three Stars became a government teacher, a store owner, a fee patent rancher, a Bennett County state’s attorney, a family man, and a leader for a new generation. Burnham tells his important story in this engaging tribal biography that is truly an important American epic.”—Richmond L. Clow, author of Spotted Tail: Warrior and Statesman

May 2024 • 336 pp.
$34.95 • hardcover

THEY CAME BUT COULD NOT CONQUER
The Struggle for Environmental Justice in Alaska Native Communities
DIANE J. PURVIS

As the environmental justice movement slowly builds momentum, Diane J. Purvis highlights the work of Alaska’s Indigenous peoples in small rural villages who have faced incredible odds throughout history yet have built political clout fueled by vigorous common cause in defense of their homes and livelihood.

“Purvis paints a rousing and Native-focused picture of Alaska’s past that emphasizes how the battle over land use and environmental health is a central force in U.S. history. Purvis’s unique perspective is worth checking out for environmentalist activists, legal minds, and American history buffs alike.”—Publishers Weekly

May 2024 • 314 pp.
$29.95 • paperback
WARDSHIP AND THE WELFARE STATE
Native Americans and the Formation of First-Class Citizenship in Mid-Twentieth-Century America
MARY KLANN

Wardship and the Welfare State examines the ideological dimensions and practical intersections of public policy and Native American citizenship, Indian wardship, and social welfare rights after World War II.

“This research is timely and significant not only for scholarship on Indigenous peoples and the state but also for contemporary political battles over Indigenous sovereignty. Wardship and the Welfare State addresses matters of critical importance to our current political discourse on poverty, the state, and citizenship broadly, and it makes a substantial contribution to two historiographies: Indigenous and policy studies. This book is also imminently readable.” —Katherine M. B. Osburn, author of Choctaw Resurgence in Mississippi

June 2024 • 326 pp.
$65.00 • hardcover
New Visions in Native American and Indigenous Studies

RESISTING OKLAHOMA’S REIGN OF TERROR
The Society of Oklahoma Indians and the Fight for Native Rights, 1923–1928
JOSHUA CLOUGH

Through the lens of a singular statewide organization, the Society of Oklahoma Indians, Joshua Clough fills the historiographic gap on formal Native resistance between the dissolution of the Society of American Indians in 1923 and the formation of the National Congress of American Indians in 1944.

“A prodigious amount of research yields a compelling account of the Society of Oklahoma Indians that focuses attention on the Indian Bureau, state-Indian conflicts, [and] demands for the federal government to ‘fix’ problems of guardianships, probate, and corruption. . . . Certain Indian cries in the 1920s about ‘chaos’ in the state resonate today.” —Blue Clark, author of Indian Tribes of Oklahoma: A Guide

May 2024 • 354 pp.
$65.00 • hardcover
New Visions in Native American and Indigenous Studies
Bribed with Our Own Money
Federal Abuse of American Indian Funds in the Termination Era
DAVID R. M. BECK

Focusing on case studies from six Native nations from across the United States, David R. M. Beck details how the U.S. government coerced American Indian nations to accept termination of their political relationship with the United States by threatening to withhold money that belonged to the tribes.

"In this landmark book for federal Indian policy, David Beck lays bare embedded practices of federal financial theft from tribes. Instead of serving as a proper trustee to tribal nations, the United States colluded across branches of government to spend funds in support of federal aims, intentionally leaving tribes bereft."—Laurie Arnold (Sinixt Band, Colville Confederated Tribes), author of Bartering with the Bones of Their Dead: The Colville Confederated Tribes and Termination

May 2024 • 318 pp.
$60.00 • hardcover
New Visions in Native American and Indigenous Studies

The Franz Boas Papers, Volume 2
Franz Boas, James Teit, and Early Twentieth-Century Salish Ethnography
FRANZ BOAS
EDITED BY ANDREA LAFORET, ANGIE BAIN, JOHN HAUGEN, SARAH MORITZ, AND ANDIE DIANE PALMER

This volume explores the development of the ethnography of Salishan-speaking societies on the North American Plateau through the correspondence between Franz Boas and James Teit.

"This book was compiled by an amazing research team with collective multidisciplinary expertise. It focuses on the lives and work of two extraordinary ethnographers, James Teit and Franz Boas, with the common goal of understanding and documenting the languages and rich cultural knowledge of Salishan and other Indigenous peoples of British Columbia. The insights about these men, their dedication, and their contributions to humanity shine through in their words, as does their remarkable friendship."—Nancy J. Turner, author of Ancient Pathways, Ancestral Knowledge

April 2024 • 1056 pp.
$120.00 • hardcover
BLACK ROBES ENTER COYOTE’S WORLD
Chief Charlo and Father De Smet in the Rocky Mountains
SALLY THOMPSON
FOREWORD BY MYRNA ADAMS DUMONTIER AND GREG DUMONTIER
Sally Thompson brings readers into the heart of the Salish homeland in what is now Montana, not only through the words of missionaries and other European observers, but through the lives, stories, and worldview of the Salish people in the nineteenth century.

“I wish everyone in western Montana would read this book. It presents an honest and respectful view of Séliš history.”—Johnny Arlee, Salish elder and spiritual leader

“Here is a history of the American West as seen in the intertwined lives of a Jesuit missionary and a Salish chief. . . . Readers will be captivated by this epic, tragic story and its final message of endurance, survival, and hope.”—Annick Smith, author of Homestead

December 2024 • 400 pp.
$36.95 • hardcover

NEW IN PAPERBACK
NORTHERN PAIUTES OF THE MALHEUR
High Desert Reckoning in Oregon Country
DAVID H. WILSON JR.
2023 Oregon Book Award Finalist
David H. Wilson Jr. recounts an epic story of the Northern Paiutes’ resistance and adaptation as they faced settler colonization and governmental misappropriation of their land in Oregon Country from the early 1850s to the 1930s.

“In this searing and painstakingly researched account, Wilson challenges the accepted story of [the Paiutes’] exile . . . and argues persuasively that they were victims . . . of a misinformation campaign whose effects have lasted more than a century.”—The New Yorker

September 2024 • 336 pp.
$24.95 • paperback
OF CORN AND CATHOLICISM
A History of Religion and Power in Pueblo Indian Patron Saint Feast Days
ANDREA MARIA MCCOMB SANCHEZ

Andrea McComb Sanchez examines the development of the patron saint feast days among Eastern Pueblo Indians of New Mexico from the seventeenth century to the late nineteenth century. “This is a terrific book, a model for new scholarship on Native American religious traditions. McComb Sanchez argues that the Pueblo Indians did not develop their characteristic patron saints’ feast days until the early nineteenth century, much later than scholars have previously assumed. In the process, she shows how and why Pueblo people intentionally incorporated selected aspects of Catholicism into their own ways of knowing, being, and acting in the world.”—Tisa Wenger, author of We Have a Religion: The 1920s Pueblo Indian Dance Controversy and American Religious Freedom

February 2025 • 222 pp.
$65.00 • hardcover
Borderlands and Transcultural Studies

INDIGENOUS SACRAMENTS
Christian Rituals and Local Responses at the Fringes of Spanish America, 1529–1800
ORIOL AMBROGIO GALI

Indigenous Sacraments provides the first study of Indigenous perceptions of the Christian sacraments at the fringes of colonial Spanish America, with a specific focus on the missions established by the Jesuits in northwestern Mexico, central southern Chile, and the Gran Chaco. “A major contribution to the history of the Christianization of Indigenous groups at the margins of Spain’s colonial American empire. Herein Oriol Ambrogio Gali comparatively studies the role of the Jesuit missions in three peripheral areas of colonization. . . . [An] amazing work of scholarship and research.”—Ramón A. Gutiérrez, author of New Mexico’s Moses: Reies López Tijerina and the Religious Origins of the Mexican American Civil Rights Movement

December 2024 • 378 pp.
$70.00 • hardcover
Borderlands and Transcultural Studies
MEMORY WARS
Settlers and Natives Remember Washington’s Sullivan Expedition of 1779
A. LYNN SMITH

Memory Wars is an ethnographic study that explores how commemorative sites and patriotic fanfare marking the mission of General John Sullivan into Iroquois territory during the Revolutionary War continue to shape historical understandings today. “Beginning with the question of how settlers dealt with the knowledge that their presence on particular lands resulted from others’ dispossession, Smith examines an array of diverse, often overlooked primary sources and places them into conversation with theoretical studies on memory work and historical consciousness. The result is a much-needed intervention in early American studies.”—J. W. Parmenter, Choice

July 2023 • 454 pp. $65.00 • hardcover

INDIGENOUS ENLIGHTENMENT
Printing and Education in Evangelical Colonialism, 1790–1850
STUART D. MCKEE

In Indigenous Enlightenment Stuart D. McKee examines the methodologies, tools, and processes that British and American educators developed to inculcate Indigenous cultures of reading and learning between 1790 and 1850. “Indigenous Enlightenment makes an important contribution to historiographical knowledge of education, missionary work, and printing from North American to the Southwest Pacific. Stuart McKee’s comparative approach brings into focus the ideals that inspired missionary education and the comparative challenges of transporting the printing technologies that complemented work in school rooms. Orthographic detail is a key feature and strength of this book.”—Gregory D. Smithers, author of The Cherokee Diaspora: An Indigenous History of Migration, Resettlement, and Identity

December 2023 • 586 pp. $80.00 • hardcover
THE BOY WHO PROMISED ME HORSES
DAVID JOSEPH CHARPENTIER
FOREWORD BY HE’SEOTA’E MINER
A teacher and mentor to students at St. Labre Indian School, David Joseph Charpentier details the joys, dangers, and complexities of life on the Northern Cheyenne Reservation in this thoughtful tribute to one of his more memorable students, Maurice Prairie Chief.

“In his nuanced, deeply reported, and beautifully written book, John Glionna takes us to a tiny town with a rugged past, uneasy present, and uncertain future. Still, the indomitable residents and their high school’s struggling eight-man football team carry on. Glionna reminds us why such towns and teams matter.”—Shann Ray, author of The Souls of Others

May 2024 • 324 pp.
$24.95 • paperback

NO FRIDAY NIGHT LIGHTS
Reservation Football on the Edge of America
JOHN M. GLIONNA
FOREWORD BY GLENN STOUT
INTRODUCTION BY RON KANTOWSKI

John M. Glionna tells the story of eight-man football at McDermitt High School on the Fort McDermitt Indian Reservation located on the Nevada-Oregon border.

“In his nuanced, deeply reported, and beautifully written book, John Glionna takes us to a tiny town with a rugged past, uneasy present, and uncertain future. Still, the indomitable residents and their high school’s struggling eight-man football team carry on. Glionna reminds us why such towns and teams matter.”—Steve Padilla, editor with the Los Angeles Times

June 2024 • 278 pp.
$26.95 • paperback

AN ENDANGERED SPECIES
A Novel
FRANCES WASHBURN

Set on the Pine Ridge Reservation, An Endangered Species is a tale of two families, each with their own problems and failures, and both bound into circumstances beyond their control, surviving on the Great Plains during the 1960s.

“Frances Washburn is a consummate storyteller. An Endangered Species, her newest book, is a poignant, tragic, and brilliant tale of two families, one Native and one white, trying to cope with changing times on the Northern Plains in the early 1960s.”—Tom Holm, author of Ira Hayes and The Osage Rose

July 2024 • 328 pp.
$24.95 • paperback
STORIES FROM SADDLE MOUNTAIN
Autobiographies of a Kiowa Family
HENRIETTA TONGKEMHA AND RAYMOND TONGKEMHA
EDITED BY BENJAMIN R. KRACHT
WITH LISA LABRADA
2023 Choice Outstanding Academic Title
Stories from Saddle Mountain follows personal memories and family stories that connected the Tongkeamhas, a Kiowa family, to the Saddle Mountain community for more than a century.
“This personal, community-based history delivers as an important primary source and a superb addition not only to the scholarly record but also to Native American oral histories.”—David C. Posthumus, author of All My Relatives: Exploring Lakota Ontology, Belief, and Ritual
November 2021 • 222 pp.
$40.00 • hardcover

IN DEFENSE OF LOOSE TRANSLATIONS
An Indian Life in an Academic World
ELIZABETH COOK-LYNN
In Defense of Loose Translations is a memoir that bridges personal and professional experiences of the provocative and often controversial writer Elizabeth Cook-Lynn, who narrates the story of her intellectual life in the field of American Indian studies.
“Elizabeth Cook-Lynn constructs indigeneity as well as her own life while deconstructing U.S. settler-colonialism. She is one of the world’s experts on the subject area. . . . The book is beautifully written, poetic, lyrical, a signature style. It is truly a brilliant work.”—Roxanne Dunbar-Ortiz, author of An Indigenous Peoples’ History of the United States
August 2024 • 230 pp.
$24.95 • paperback

MY SIDE OF THE RIVER
An Alaska Native Story
ELIAS KELLY
Elias Kelly’s My Side of the River combines memoir and stories of Kelly’s elders with public history to explore the impact of federal and state regulations on the traditional life and subsistence methods of Native Alaskans.
“My Side of the River establishes Elias Kelly as a passionate, outspoken advocate for Alaska Native resource management rights. Combining cultural knowledge and traditions with a university degree, he provides a unique perspective on a complex set of issues facing Alaskans.”—Nick Jans, author of The Last Light Breaking
July 2023 • 346 pp.
$26.95 • paperback

NEW IN PAPERBACK
American Indian Lives
NEW IN PAPERBACK

THE TURTLE’S BEATING HEART
One Family’s Story of Lenape Survival
DENISE LOW
Denise Low recovers the life and times of her grandfather Frank Bruner (1889–1963), whose expression of Lenape identity was largely discouraged by mainstream society.

“A beautiful memoir, The Turtle’s Beating Heart demonstrates the pain and relief of this kind of recovery work and the importance of making Indigenous people and their stories visible in a country that would rather forget its Indigenous history and its consequences.”—Lisa King, Western American Literature

September 2023 • 200 pp.
$21.95 • paperback

American Indian Lives

UNPAPERED
Writers Consider Native American Identity and Cultural Belonging
EDITED BY DIANE GLANCY AND LINDA RODRIGUEZ

Unpapered brings together personal narratives of Indigenous writers to explore the meaning and limits of Native American identity beyond its legal margins.

“This remarkable collection of stories and essays about Indigenous identity shakes off the tired tropes established under colonial dominion to bring urgency and honesty to a divisive topic. Each of the contributors brings an incredible wealth of personal narratives and emotional integrity to a much-needed conversation that is a necessary balm to the vitriol of our internet age.”—Lee Francis, executive director of Native Realities Publishing

May 2023 • 254 pp.
$21.95 • paperback

WE WHO WALK THE SEVEN WAYS
A Memoir
TERRA TREVOR
Terra Trevor (Cherokee, Lenape, Seneca, and German) sought healing and found belonging. After a difficult loss, Native women elders embraced and guided her over three decades, lifting her from grief and showing her how to age from youth into beauty.

“Raised to conceal her Native ancestry, Terra Trevor learns from elders to nurture her mixed blood identity and shape her activism in transracial adoption, Indian health and education, and community building. This is an inspiring, heartfelt memoir of one Native woman’s spirit journey from childhood to her own elderhood.”—Robert Bensen, editor of Children of the Dragonfly

May 2023 • 230 pp.
$21.95 • paperback
UNCONQUERABLE
The Story of John Ross, Chief of the Cherokees, 1828–1866
JOHN M. OSKISON
EDITED AND WITH AN INTRODUCTION BY LIONEL LARRÉ
This biography of John Ross, the most famous principal chief of the Cherokee Nation, also tells the story of the Cherokee Nation through some of its most dramatic events in the nineteenth century.

“Unconquerable is important on a number of levels. It offers a welcome Cherokee perspective on John Ross and all of the crises he helped his nation negotiate. The editor makes it even more important by virtue of the introduction, which gives readers an opportunity to engage the politics of history writing.” —Daniel M. Cobb, author of Native Activism in Cold War America

June 2022 • 320 pp.
$99.00 • hardcover
$30.00 • paperback

CLITSO DEDMAN, NAVAJO CARVER
His Art and His World
REBECCA M. VALETTE
This first biography of artist and carver Clitso Dedman presents the life and work of one of the most important but overlooked Navajo artists of his generation.

“Rebecca Valette’s history of the life of the early to mid-twentieth-century Diné trader, architect, and master wood carver Clitso Dedman is a fascinating work—well written and beautifully illustrated. Empathetically written in consultation with descendants, it also uses an amazing array of print and archival sources, which would-be writers of poorly documented Indigenous life histories will appreciate.” —Klara Kelley, coauthor of Navajoland Trading Post Encyclopedia

December 2023 • 288 pp.
$39.95 • hardcover
NEW IN PAPERBACK

WALTER HARPER, ALASKA NATIVE SON
MARY F. EHRLANDER

2018 Alaskana Award from the Alaska Library Association
2018 Alaska Historical Society James H. Drucker Alaska Historian
of the Year Award

Mary F. Ehrlander illuminates the remarkable life of Walter Harper, a
traditionally raised Koyukon Athabascan of Irish-Athabascan descent who
was a leader of his people during his brief life.

“[A] wonderfully written testament to a life of adventure. . . . [Walter Harper]
was one of the great Alaskans of his time.”—David A. James, Anchorage
Daily News

October 2023 • 222 pp.
$24.95 • paperback

THE COLLECTED WRITINGS OF SHERMAN
AND GRACE COOLIDGE
SHERMAN COOLIDGE AND GRACE COOLIDGE
EDITED BY TADEUSZ LEWANDOWSKI

Tadeusz Lewandowski presents the articles, stories, speeches, dispatches,
letters, poems, and statements of Arapaho advocate Sherman Coolidge
and his New York City society wife, Grace Wetherbee Coolidge.

“This is the first time so much personal information about a Native American
and his Anglo-American wife has been exposed in such depth and insight.
. . . Part of Coolidge’s papers should be incorporated into every American
history textbook.”—Rowena McClinton, editor of John Howard Payne
Papers, Volumes 7–14 of the Payne-Butrick Papers

May 2023 • 306 pp.
$75.00 • hardcover

THE LIFE OF SHERMAN COOLIDGE,
ARAPAHO ACTIVIST
TADEUSZ LEWANDOWSKI

This is the biography of Sherman Coolidge (1860–1932), whose
panoramic life as an Arapaho survivor of the Indian Wars, witness to the
maladministration of the reservation system, mediator between Native and
white worlds, and ultimate defender of Native rights and heritage made
him the literal embodiment of his era of American Indian history.

“A valuable history of Arapaho activist Sherman Coolidge. At last, the field
has a scholarly biography on this important but long-neglected Society of
American Indians leader.”—Jack Evans, South Dakota History

December 2022 • 358 pp.
$50.00 • hardcover
THE DAKOTA WAY OF LIFE
ELLA CARA DELORIA
EDITED BY RAYMOND J. DEMALLIE AND THIERRY VEYRIÉ
AFTERWORD BY PHILIP J. DELORIA
2023 WHA Dwight L. Smith (ABC-CLIO) Award
Ella Cara Deloria was the most prolific Native scholar of the greater Sioux Nation, and the results of her lifelong work comprise an essential source for the study of the greater Sioux Nation culture and language.

“It is no exaggeration to say that The Dakota Way of Life is perhaps the most important academic cultural study of Lakota/Dakota society since Dr. James Walker’s early twentieth-century work, if not of all time.”—Akim Reinhardt, South Dakota History

“One of the longest awaited and most extensive studies of the Dakota peoples on the high plains to date.”—Broc Anderson, Nebraska History

December 2022 • 440 pp.
$36.95 • hardcover

Studies in the Anthropology of North American Indians

WITNESS
A Hunkpapha Historian’s Strong-Heart Song of the Lakotas
JOSEPHINE WAGGONEREDITED AND WITH AN INTRODUCTION BY EMILY LEVINE
FOREWORD BY LYNNE ALLEN
2015 J. Franklin Jameson Award from the American Historical Association
2014 Nebraska Book Award in Nonfiction/Reference from Nebraska Center for the Book
2014 Dwight L. Smith (ABC-CLIO) Award from the Western History Association
Witness is a collection of previously unpublished manuscript histories of the Lakota by a Lakota woman, based on interviews with some of the most prominent and well-known Lakota leaders of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.

“Well illustrated and annotated, it is a major editorial achievement.”—American Historical Association

“This is an unprecedented addition to the field of Dakota/Lakota scholarship.”—Shannon D. Smith, Nebraska History

November 2013 • 824 pp.
$95.00 • hardcover
ON OUR OWN TERMS
Indigenous Histories of School Funding and Policy
MEREDITH L. MCCOY

On Our Own Terms sets recent federal education legislation against the backdrop of two hundred years of education funding and policy to explore two critical themes: the racial and settler colonial dynamics that have shaped Indian education and an equally long Indigenous tradition of engaging schools, funding, and policy on their own terms.

“McCoy addresses schools as tools of colonial theft and oppression with masterful Indigenous creative strategies to subvert, repurpose, and create healthy, sustaining, future-building education for Native children.”—K. Tsianina Lomawaima (Mvskoke/Creek Nation descent), coauthor of “To Remain an Indian”: Lessons for Democracy from a Century of Native American Education

June 2024 • 252 pp. $60.00 • hardcover
Indigenous Education

TAKING CHARGE, MAKING CHANGE
Native People and the Transition of Education from Stephan Mission to Crow Creek Tribal School
ROBERT W. GALLER JR.

Taking Charge, Making Change explores the multigenerational story of Stephan Mission boarding school’s transition to Crow Creek Tribal School—and how individuals and families from across South Dakota came together to make it happen.

“Taking Charge, Making Change tells us about a more than one-hundred-year transition of struggle and Indigenizing a Catholic mission into a successful Dakota operated school. This is a beautiful story of Native resilience, Indian self-determination, and tribal sovereignty.”—Donald L. Fixico (Muscogee, Seminole, Shawnee, and Sac and Fox), author of Call for Change: The Medicine Way of American Indian History, Ethos, and Reality

January 2025 • 452 pp. $75.00 • hardcover
Indigenous Education
WITHOUT DESTROYING OURSELVES
A Century of Native Intellectual Activism for Higher Education
JOHN A. GOODWIN

Without Destroying Ourselves is an intellectual history of Native activism seeking greater access to and control of higher education in the twentieth century.

“Without Destroying Ourselves provides readers with a well-written and thoroughly researched exploration of how Indigenous people in the United States have negotiated settler educational institutions to advance goals of their own making over the course of the twentieth century. . . . An outstanding history that deserves wide readership.”—Daniel M. Cobb, American Historical Review

“An exceptional addition to the Indigenous Education Series alongside other works on American Indian experiences in settler colonial education.”—Teagan Dreyer, South Dakota History

March 2022 • 266 pp.
$60.00 • hardcover
Indigenous Education

TO EDUCATE AMERICAN INDIANS
Selected Writings from the National Educational Association’s Department of Indian Education, 1900–1904
EDITED AND WITH AN INTRODUCTION BY LARRY C. SKOGEN
FOREWORD BY DAVID WALLACE ADAMS

Through selected writings from the National Educational Association’s Department of Indian Education from 1900 to 1904, To Educate American Indians examines the pedagogy underlying the tragedy of assimilationism and cultural genocide conducted in American Indian schools, including the notorious boarding schools. During this short period, Indian school educators were brought into the mainstream of the American educational landscape where their forced assimilationist policies and practices were sanctioned and often praised.

“This critical study is a reality check for all Americans to learn our true history so that we better understand the mistakes of our past, can be a part of repairing harm, and can be agents of change to make a better future for all of our students and communities.”
—Becky Pringle, president of the National Education Association

February 2024 • 432 pp.
$75.00 • hardcover
Indigenous Education
ASSIMILATION, RESILIENCE, AND SURVIVAL
A History of the Stewart Indian School, 1890–2020
SAMANTHA M. WILLIAMS

Assimilation, Resilience, and Survival is the first book to explore the trauma of the boarding school experience at Stewart Indian School and the resilience of generations of students who persevered there under the most challenging of circumstances.

“Williams’s book is a valuable contribution to the burgeoning field of federal boarding schools. She demonstrates a clear mastery of the insights and methodologies of the field to date, while her own use of their methodologies suggests some important ways in which the field might develop in the future.”—John R. Gram, Western Historical Quarterly

May 2022 • 334 pp.
$60.00 • hardcover

FROM THE BOARDING SCHOOLS
Apache Indian Students Speak
ARNOLD KRUPAT

This volume presents autobiographical writing by Sam Kenoi, Dan Nicholas, and Vincent Natalish about their education, making available for the first time these Apache voices from the Indian boarding schools.

“Apache autobiographical sources are rare, and so collecting them and making them available is an important contribution. From the Boarding Schools is written in an accessible style, which is a real strength of this book.”—John R. Gram, author of Education at the Edge of Empire: Negotiating Pueblo Identity in New Mexico’s Indian Boarding Schools

April 2023 • 182 pp.
$65.00 • hardcover

THE IMPERIAL GRIDIRON
Manhood, Civilization, and Football at the Carlisle Indian Industrial School
MATTHEW BENTLEY AND JOHN BLOOM

2023 NASSH Anthologies Book Award Finalist

The Imperial Gridiron examines the competing versions of manhood at the Carlisle Indian Industrial School between 1879 and 1918.

“Carlisle football teams always aimed to show off masculine American Indian bodies. Tracing shifts in the meaning of that display—from virtuous civilization to a more brutal physicality—Matthew Bentley and John Bloom tell a powerful new story about the internal contradictions and long decline of America’s iconic Indian boarding school. A revelatory book that is not to be missed.”—Philip J. Deloria, author of Indians in Unexpected Places

December 2022 • 266 pp.
$65.00 • hardcover
HISTORY AND CULTURE

BEFORE THE ROADS, BEFORE THE MINES
Denesuliné Memories, Narratives, and the Legacy of a Northern Hunting Society
ROBERT JARVENPA
Anthropologist Robert Jarvenpa examines how the energy and extraction industries in Canada’s subarctic north threaten destruction of traditional southern Denesuliné cultural practices, land, and sovereignty near the Churchill River headwaters in northern Saskatchewan.

“A compellingly and lovingly crafted book, Before the Roads, Before the Mines is a richly descriptive account of past lives and lessons of Denesuliné people, nestled within contemporary social and environmental challenges facing Indigenous rural Arctic communities today. Distinguished anthropologist Robert Jarvenpa skillfully guides the reader on a journey into the past that matters deeply in the present.”—Liam Frink, author of A Tale of Three Villages: Indigenous-Colonial Interactions in Southwest Alaska, 1740–1950

October 2024 • 260 pp.
$60.00 • hardcover

NEW IN PAPERBACK
ART EFFECTS
Image, Agency, and Ritual in Amazonia
CARLOS FAUSTO
TRANSLATED BY DAVID RODGERS
In Art Effects Brazilian anthropologist Carlos Fausto explores the agency of Indigenous artifacts and images in order to offer a new understanding of the pragmatics and ontology of ritual contexts.

“[Art Effects] opens enormous comparative possibilities and understanding of other South American areas, helping us to unravel ethnological complexes and features of great breadth. . . . [It] constitutes a solid step in the forging of that comparative dialogue between Amerindian peoples of the vast South America that we so badly need.”—Juan Javier Rivera Andia, Anthropos

“The ethnographic depth and analytical richness of Fausto’s Art Effects are remarkable. The book takes the reader on a fascinating journey through processes of image- and artifact-making among a number of Lowland South American societies.”—Paolo Fortis, HAU: Journal of Ethnographic Theory

June 2024 • 424 pp.
$35.00 • paperback
EVERYWHEN
Australia and the Language of Deep History
EDITED BY ANN MCGRATH, LAURA RADEMAKER, AND JAKELIN TROY

Beyond the linear, diachronic, documentary past of Western or academic history, Everywhen asks how Australia’s Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander knowledge systems can broaden our understandings of the past and of historical practice.

“Ann McGrath, Laura Rademaker, and Jakelin Troy have assembled a stunning volume, rich in thought-provoking ideas and debate.”—Philip Deloria, Leverett Saltonstall Professor of History at Harvard University

January 2023 • 326 pp.
$60.00 • hardcover
New Visions in Native American and Indigenous Studies

NEW IN PAPERBACK
WALKING TO MAGDALENA
Personhood and Place in Tohono O’odham Songs, Sticks, and Stories
SETH SCHERMERHORN

Walking to Magdalena examines how the Tohono O’odham of southern Arizona have made Christianity their own by focusing on the annual pilgrimage O’odham make to Magdalena, Sonora, Mexico.

“With methodological sophistication, sound original arguments, emic sensitivity, and even a good dose of self-aware, self-deprecating humor, Walking to Magdalena may very well become a young classic.”—Journal of the American Academy of Religion

July 2024 • 258 pp.
$30.00 • paperback
New Visions in Native American and Indigenous Studies

THE INCARCERATION OF NATIVE AMERICAN WOMEN
Creating Pathways to Wellness and Recovery through Gentle Action Theory
CARMA CORCORAN

In The Margin’s 2024 Social Justice Recommendation List
The Incarceration of Native American Women offers academics, social workers, counselors, and those in the criminal justice system a different approach to wellness and recovery while providing a deeper understanding of the cultural and historical experiences of Native Americans in relation to criminology.

“The strength of this work is the author’s incorporation of a respected theoretical position, arising from the dominant society, in the successful treatment of Indigenous prisoners.”—F. E. Knowles, Choice

June 2023 • 200 pp.
$55.00 • hardcover
New Visions in Native American and Indigenous Studies
NEW IN PAPERBACK

BASKET DIPLOMACY
Leadership, Alliance-Building, and Resilience among the Coushatta Tribe of Louisiana, 1884–1984
DENISE E. BATES

EPILOGUE BY CHAIRMAN DAVID SICKEY, COUShattA TRIBE OF LOUISIANA

Basket Diplomacy reveals how the Coushatta people made the Bayou Blue settlement their home by embedding themselves into the area’s cultural, economic, and political domains.

“Bates has crafted a story that incisively critiques federal recognition without losing sight of the community at the heart of this story.”—Elizabeth Ellis, Native American and Indigenous Studies

April 2023 • 354 pp.
$35.00 • paperback

NEW IN PAPERBACK

SHARING OUR KNOWLEDGE
The Tlingit and Their Coastal Neighbors
EDITED BY SERGEI KAN, WITH STEVE HENRIKSON

Sharing Our Knowledge brings together Native elders, tradition bearers, educators, cultural activists, anthropologists, linguists, historians, and museum professionals to explore the culture, history, and language of the Tlingit people of southeast Alaska and their coastal neighbors.

“Breaks new ground on so many different fronts, particularly its approach to collaborative and community-based research.”—David Arnold, American Indian Culture and Research Journal

December 2023 • 542 pp.
$45.00 • paperback

NEW IN PAPERBACK

PEOPLE OF THE SALTWATER
An Ethnography of Git laxm’oon
CHARLES R. MENZIES

2017 Choice Outstanding Academic Title

People of the Saltwater is an exploration of an ancient community of the Gitxaała Nation and how its members relate socially, politically, and economically to the rest of the world.

“Each of these chapters provides excellent case studies for teaching about Indigenous resource management and place-making and the continuity of these practices in spite of colonization and capitalism.”—Sara V. Komarnisky, Canadian Journal of Native Studies

December 2022 • 200 pp.
$25.00 • paperback
INDIGENOUS AND AFRICAN DIASPORA RELIGIONS IN THE AMERICAS
EDITED BY BENJAMIN HEBBLETHWAITE AND SILKE JANSEN

Indigenous and African Diaspora Religions in the Americas offers an introduction and nine original perspectives on religious and cultural traditions emanating from communities in several regions across the Americas.

“A valuable contribution to the scholarship on Indigenous and African diaspora religions and a groundbreaking meditation on the commonalities and divergences among them.”—Kelly E. Hayes, Nova Religio: The Journal of Alternative and Emergent Religions

June 2023 • 360 pp.
$99.00 • hardcover
$35.00 • paperback

SENSING OTHERS
Voicing Batek Ethical Lives at the Edge of a Malaysian Rainforest
ALICE RUDGE

Sensing Others explores the lives of Batek hunter-gatherers in Peninsular Malaysia amid the strange and the new in the borderland between protected national park and oil palm plantation.

“Sensing Others is one of the richest, most textured, and most innovative ethnographies I have read in recent years. Through her acute and deeply informed account, Alice Rudge compellingly conveys the complex nexus of emotion, experience, identity, and ethics entangled in Batek life and its scholarly representation. This is a remarkable book, a signal accomplishment, and a likely classic.”—Donald Brenneis, coeditor of Law and Empire in the Pacific

October 2023 • 326 pp.
$75.00 • hardcover
NEW IN PAPERBACK

KIOWA BELIEF AND RITUAL
BENJAMIN R. KRACHT

Benjamin Kracht’s Kiowa Belief and Ritual, a collection of materials gleaned from Santa Fe Laboratory of Anthropology field notes and augmented by Alice Marriott’s field notes, significantly enhances the existing literature concerning Plains religions.

“[An] encyclopedic and yet still surprisingly personalized . . . rendition of Kiowa religion. The result is what could hardly be imagined as a more complete summary of a people’s beliefs and rituals at a particular moment in time.”—Jack David Eller, Anthropology Review Database

December 2022 • 404 pp.
$30.00 • paperback
Studies in the Anthropology of North American Indians

HOSPITAL AND HAVEN
The Life and Work of Grafton and Clara Burke in Northern Alaska
MARY F. EHRLANDER WITH HILD M. PETERS

Award-winning historian Mary F. Ehrlander and Hild M. Peters tell the compelling story of Episcopal missionaries who engaged in social reform and delivered critical health care to Alaska Native communities as economic development and white migration negatively impacted Native life.

“The authors of this important book present the reader with an almost day-by-day account of life in Fort Yukon in the early 1900s. The detail is rich beyond measure, and the voices of the Native residents of the Yukon Flats sing throughout.”—Ross Coen, editor of Alaska History

October 2023 • 360 pp.
$34.95 • hardcover

HOSPITAL AND HAVEN
The Life and Work of Grafton and Clara Burke in Northern Alaska
MARY F. EHRLANDER WITH HILD M. PETERS

Award-winning historian Mary F. Ehrlander and Hild M. Peters tell the compelling story of Episcopal missionaries who engaged in social reform and delivered critical health care to Alaska Native communities as economic development and white migration negatively impacted Native life.

“The authors of this important book present the reader with an almost day-by-day account of life in Fort Yukon in the early 1900s. The detail is rich beyond measure, and the voices of the Native residents of the Yukon Flats sing throughout.”—Ross Coen, editor of Alaska History

October 2023 • 360 pp.
$34.95 • hardcover
JOHN HOWARD PAYNE PAPERS, 3-VOLUME SET
Volumes 7–14 of the Payne-Butrick Papers
EDITED AND ANNOTATED BY ROWENA MCCINTON
This rare and previously unpublished comprehensive collection of original materials addresses the Cherokees’ negotiations with policy makers both in Washington, DC, and the Cherokee Nation throughout the early to mid-nineteenth century.
“Vitally important. . . . These significant volumes, meticulously transcribed and edited by expert documentary editor Rowena McClinton, will contribute widely to the fields of southern history, Native American history, and Cherokee studies.”—Tiya Miles, author of All That She Carried
November 2022 • 1264 pp.
$250.00 • hardcover
Indians of the Southeast

PATERNALISM TO PARTNERSHIP
The Administration of Indian Affairs, 1786–2021
DAVID H. DEJONG
A biographical sketch of each head of Indian affairs between 1786 and 2021, including each commissioner’s political philosophy.
“A nifty cover-to-cover read, above and beyond its usefulness as a reference work. . . . [It] offers a terrific single-volume introduction to the main lines of U.S. Indian policy and the importance of public administration and public administrators throughout U.S. history.”—Stephen J. Rockwell, Western Historical Quarterly
October 2022 • 510 pp.
$70.00 • hardcover

NEW IN PAPERBACK
WE ARE NOT ANIMALS
Indigenous Politics of Survival, Rebellion, and Reconstitution in Nineteenth-Century California
MARTIN RIZZO-MARTINEZ
Winner of the 2023 John C. Ewers Award from the Western History Association
2023 Choice Outstanding Academic Title
We Are Not Animals traces the history of Indigenous people in the Santa Cruz area through the nineteenth century, examining the influence of Native political, social, and cultural values and these people’s varied survival strategies in response to colonial encounters.
“Monumental. . . . [This] will greatly shape mission historiography for years to come, but Rizzo’s collaboration with Native communities offers the most lasting and meaningful reason to read his book.”—Natale Zappia, California History
May 2024 • 538 pp.
$40.00 • paperback
NEW IN PAPERBACK

WALKS ON THE GROUND
A Tribal History of the Ponca Nation
LOUIS V. HEADMAN
FOREWORD BY SEAN O’NEILL
2020 Choice Outstanding Academic Title
Walks on the Ground is a record of Ponca Elder Louis V. Headman’s personal study of the Southern Ponca people spanning seven decades.
 “[A] superb history. . . . Throughout Headman amplifies, clarifies, and enriches topics, emphasizing Ponca as a distinct nation, though reduced in numbers over time. This substantial volume should be absorbed, not skimmed.” —A. B. Kehoe, Choice
November 2024 • 564 pp.
$45.00 • paperback

NEW IN PAPERBACK

A GENERATION REMOVED
The Fostering and Adoption of Indigenous Children in the Postwar World
MARGARET D. JACOBS
A Generation Removed is an examination of the post–World War II international phenomenon of governments taking Indigenous children away from their primary families and placing them with adoptive parents in the United States, Canada, and Australia.
 “[Jacobs] effectively elucidates the complicated policies surrounding the Indigenous child welfare crisis in a mesmerizing narrative that highlights how it’s not just an ‘American Indian story . . . but a profoundly American one.’” —Elise Boxer, South Dakota History
August 2023 • 402 pp.
$35.00 • paperback

STANDING BEAR’S QUEST FOR FREEDOM
The First Civil Rights Victory for Native Americans
LAWRENCE A. DWYER
FOREWORD TO THE BISON BOOKS EDITION BY JUDI M. GAIAHSHKIBOS
2023 Nebraska Book Award
Lawrence A. Dwyer has written the story of Chief Standing Bear of the Ponca Nation, who was willing to face arrest for leaving the government’s reservation without permission because of his love for his son and his people, and a desire to be free, resulting in the First Civil Rights victory for Native Americans.
 “[Dwyer] has created a vivid picture of the events before, during, and after the trial and never loses sight of the story’s true hero, Standing Bear.” —Judi M. gaiahshkibos, executive director of the Nebraska Commission on Indian Affairs
November 2022 • 234 pp.
$19.95 • paperback
THE FORGOTTEN DIASPORA
Mesoamerican Migrations and the Making of the U.S.-Mexico Borderlands
TRAVIS JEFFRES
The Forgotten Diaspora explores how Native Mexicans involved in the conquest of the Greater Southwest deployed a covert agency that enabled them to reconstruct Indigenous communities and retain key components of their identities though technically allied with and subordinate to Spaniards.

“This fascinating study sheds dazzling light on relationships between the Spanish empire, the sedentary Native peoples of central Mexico, and the culturally alien peoples of the arid North.”—Raphael Brewster Folsom, author of The Yaquis and the Empire

June 2023 • 268 pp.
$65.00 • hardcover
Borderlands and Transcultural Studies

NEW IN PAPERBACK
COUNTRY OF THE CURSED AND THE DRIVEN
Slavery and the Texas Borderlands
PAUL BARBA
2022 W. Turrentine Jackson Award Winner
2022 David J. Weber Prize Winner
A sweeping comparative analysis of the slaving regimes of Hispanic, Comanche, and Anglo-American communities in the Texas borderlands during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.

“Deep research, analytical precision, and an impassioned argument. . . . Unflinching.”—Paul Conrad, Journal of Southern History

September 2023 • 476 pp.
$40.00 • paperback
Borderlands and Transcultural Studies

NEW IN PAPERBACK
THE INDIGENOUS PALEOLITHIC OF THE WESTERN HEMISPHERE
PAULETTE F. C. STEEVES
2022 Choice Outstanding Academic Title
In this reclaimed history of Indigenous people in North and South America, Paulette Steeves mines evidence to make the case that people have been in the Western Hemisphere for more than 60,000 years, and likely more than 100,000 years.

“Unique and thoughtful. . . . This solid narrative of research findings—the first from a Native American perspective—is essential reading.”—C. C. Kolb, Choice

March 2023 • 328 pp.
$30.00 • paperback
NEW IN PAPERBACK
NATIVE PROVIDENCE
Memory, Community, and Survivance in the Northeast
PATRICIA E. RUBERTONE

2021 Choice Outstanding Academic Title
Native Providence reveals stories of Native urban life in Providence, Rhode Island, shaped by the dynamics of colonialism, race, and class and not least by the survivance of people who today live among the ruins of modernity.

“Native Providence effectively demolishes stereotypes that deny Indian people a place in New England’s cities and modernity. . . . Recovering and telling those histories is a challenging task, requiring painstaking research, patience, dedication, and imagination, but Native Providence shows it can be done and provides a model of how to do it.”—Colin G. Calloway, American Historical Review

September 2023 • 464 pp.
$30.00 • paperback

NEW IN PAPERBACK
UNFAIR LABOR?
American Indians and the 1893 World’s Columbian Exposition in Chicago
DAVID R. M. BECK

Unfair Labor? breaks new ground by telling the stories of individual laborers, naming names, and uncovering the untold story of the roles that Native Americans involved in the 1893 World’s Fair played in the changing economic conditions of tribal peoples and redefining their place in the American socioeconomic landscape.

“Beck has given us a master class in historical research and interpretation. Drawing on an impressive array of previously unseen sources . . . he has assembled a picture of Indian-white interactions that, while notably unequal, nonetheless display Native American agency and determination in numerous directions.”—Curtis M. Hinsley, Journal of the Gilded Age and Progressive Era

June 2023 • 332 pp.
$35.00 • paperback
RECOVERING OUR ANCESTORS’ GARDENS
Indigenous Recipes and Guide to Diet and Fitness
Revised Edition
DEVON A. MIHESUAH
2020 Gourmand World Cookbook Award
Featuring an array of tempting traditional Native recipes and practical advice about health, fitness, and activism, Recovering Our Ancestors’ Gardens, by the acclaimed Choctaw author and scholar Devon A. Mihesuah, draws on the rich indigenous heritage of Native North America to offer a helpful guide to a healthier life. This edition is revised, updated, and contains new information, new chapters, and an extensive curriculum guide that includes objectives, resources, study questions, assignments, and activities for teachers, librarians, food sovereignty activists, and anyone wanting to know more about indigenous foodways.

“Educators, librarians, food sovereignty activists, culinary arts students, and those interested in Native American food history and sovereignty will find that this book is an excellent resource.”—Elise Krohn, Tribal College Journal

November 2020 • 384 pp.

A PICTOGRAPHIC HISTORY OF THE OGLALA SIOUX
DRAWINGS BY AMOS BAD HEART BULL
TEXT BY HELEN H. BLISH
INTRODUCTION BY MARI SANDOZ
INTRODUCTIONS TO THE NEW EDITION BY EMILY LEVINE AND CANDACE GREENE
Originally published in 1967, this remarkable pictographic history was drawn by Amos Bad Heart Bull (Oglala Lakota) between 1890 and 1913. Helen H. Blish provides ethnological and historical background and interprets the content. This fiftieth anniversary edition provides a fresh perspective on Bad Heart Bull’s drawings through digital scans of the original photograph plates created when Blish was doing her research.

“The significance of Amos Bad Heart Bull’s work to our understanding of Plains Indian history cannot be overstated. It is an unparalleled Native account documenting Oglala Lakota life during the tumultuous period of the 1860s to the 1910s.”—Christina E. Burke, curator of Native American and non-Western art at the Philbrook Museum of Art

December 2017 • 648 pp.
$95.00 • hardcover
THE SELECTED WORKS OF ORA EDDLEMAN REED
Author, Editor, and Activist for Cherokee Rights
ORA EDDLEMAN REED
EDITED BY CARI M. CARPENTER AND KAREN L. KILCUP
This collection of the writings of Ora Eddleman Reed is accompanied by an introduction that contextualizes her as an author, a publishing pioneer, a New Woman, and a person with a complicated lineage.
“A contribution to the field of Native American studies and a work of literary recovery, since the work of Ora Eddleman Reed was dispersed in several archives across the United States, impossible to access but by a few pugnacious scholars such as the editors of this volume.” —Lionel Larré, editor of John M. Oskison’s Unconquerable
February 2024 • 652 pp.
$95.00 • hardcover

THE SHORT STORIES OF JOHN JOSEPH MATHEWS, AN OSAGE WRITER
JOHN JOSEPH MATHEWS
EDITED AND WITH AN INTRODUCTION BY SUSAN KALTER
Susan Kalter presents seventeen previously unpublished short stories by John Joseph Mathews and skillfully intertwines literary analysis, author biography, and archival research from the short stories themselves with Mathews’s journals and personal correspondence.
“This remarkable collection that Susan Kalter has brought together reveals a fascinating and unexpected side of John Joseph Mathews.” —Alexander Steele, Western American Literature
June 2022 • 314 pp.
$99.00 • hardcover
$30.00 • paperback

URBAN HOMELANDS
Writing the Native City from Oklahoma
LINDSEY CLAIRE SMITH
Urban Homelands explores writing by Native Oklahomans that connects urban homelands in Oklahoma and beyond and reveals the need for a new methodology of urban Indian studies. Tulsa, New Orleans, and Santa Fe are key to uncovering the history of urbanization experienced by Native Americans from Oklahoma. Lindsey Claire Smith brings the work of three-time poet laureate Joy Harjo into conversation with the great Cherokee playwright Lynn Riggs and breakout filmmaker Sterlin Harjo.
“In addition to a compelling grasp of urban studies scholarship, Lindsey Claire Smith shows great expertise in swiftly connecting the threads of Indigenous history in three cities—New Orleans, Tulsa, and Santa Fe—through comprehensive historical documentation. This study is rigorous, yet accessible to a wide audience. . . . A must-read.” —Cristina Stanciu, author of The Makings and Unmakings of Americans: Indians and Immigrants in American Literature and Culture, 1879–1924
October 2023 • 258 pp.
$65.00 • hardcover
RISE UP!
Indigenous Music in North America
CRAIG HARRIS
FOREWORD BY STEPHEN BUTLER
Musician and music historian Craig Harris tells the compelling stories of contemporary Indigenous musicians of North America in their own words.
“Rise Up! takes us on a journey into the deepest part of ourselves, beyond the wounds of our recent past, and into the heartbeat of our history, toward an unrestricted future full of possibility. . . . This book will be a help to many on our educational, healing, and reconciliation journeys.”—Sandra Sutter, Métis singer-songwriter
November 2023 • 344 pp.
$29.95 • paperback

KNOWING NATIVE ARTS
NANCY MARIE MITHLO
Honorable Mention for Best Subsequent Book, NAISA
Knowing Native Arts brings Nancy Marie Mithlo’s Native perspective to understanding the significance of Indigenous arts in national and global settings.
“Offers a necessary perspective not only for undergraduate and graduate courses on Indigenous art, art history across the Americas, and so on, but also for introduction to ethics, advanced classes on the philosophy of art and value theory, and graduate seminars on aesthetics.”—Benjamin P. Davis, American Indian Quarterly
September 2020 • 272 pp.
$34.95 • hardcover

NATIVE PROVENANCE
The Betrayal of Cultural Creativity
GERALD VIZENOR
Native Provenance challenges readers to consider the subtle ironies at the heart of Native American culture and oral traditions such as creation and trickster stories and dream songs, vividly exploring more than two centuries of shameful betrayal of Native creativity.
“Poet, novelist, and critic Gerald Vizenor is arguably the most accomplished and prolific intellectual in the field of Native American studies. . . . Vizenor’s crucial and liberating theories on Survivance, natural reason, the Postindian, and other matters are highly influential in the field.”—Michael Snyder, Great Plains Quarterly
September 2019 • 208 pp.
$29.95 • hardcover
AN UNHOLY REBELLION, KILLING THE GODS
Political Ideology and Insurrection in the Mayan Popul Vuh and the Andean Huarochiri Manuscript
SHARONAH ESTHER FREDRICK
This groundbreaking work in literature, cultural studies, and history compares the two greatest epics of the Indigenous peoples of Latin America: the Popul Vuh of the Quiché Maya of Guatemala and the Huarochiri Manuscript of Peru’s lower Andean regions.

“Goes beyond previous twentieth- and twenty-first-century scholarship while still taking into account that scholarship. The author is perhaps the only scholar whose training allows the comparison of these two sixteenth-century Indigenous texts put down on parchment more or less at the same time but in two distinct cultural and geographic Amerindian spaces.”—Thomas Ward, author of Decolonizing Indigeneity: New Approaches to Latin American Literature

August 2024 • 368 pp. $70.00 • hardcover

NORTHERN CHEYENNE LEDGER ART BY FORT ROBINSON BREAKOUT SURVIVORS
DENISE LOW AND RAMON POWERS

A 2021 Kansas Notable Book
This book of Plains Indian ledger art presents the images of Native warriors and their biographies to document a Native perspective at the cusp of reservation life in 1879.

“A great contribution that honors Cheyenne artists, past and present, as well as the Cheyenne culture.”—Leo Killsback, Western Historical Quarterly

“An impeccably researched, beautifully written work, worthy of a prominent place in the literature relating to Northern Cheyenne history and art.”—Father Peter J. Powell, editor of In Sun’s Likeness and Power

November 2020 • 288 pp. $65.00 • hardcover
CINEMATIC COMANCHES
The Lone Ranger in the Media Borderlands
DUSTIN TAHMAHKERA

Cinematic Comanches engages in a description and critical appraisal of Indigenous hype, visual representation, and audience reception of Comanche culture and history through the 2013 Disney film The Lone Ranger.

“Extensively researched and thoroughly theorized... This powerful intervention by a Comanche about Comanches is a must-read for anyone interested in representations of Native people in America.”—Liza Black, Tribal College Journal

January 2022 • 288 pp.
$35.00 • paperback
Indigenous Films

NEW IN PAPERBACK
PICTURING INDIANS
Native Americans in Film, 1941–1960
LIZA BLACK

Liza Black critically examines the inner workings of post–World War II American films and production studios that cast American Indian extras and actors as Native people, forcing them to come face to face with mainstream representations of “Indianness.”

“A refreshing take on an old story... Picturing Indians is an important and impressive contribution to a growing body of historical literature that asks us ‘to look at the movies as a site of work as well as art.’”—Andrew Fisher, American Historical Review

December 2022 • 354 pp.
$30.00 • paperback
Indigenous Films
THE TIMUCUA LANGUAGE
A Text-Based Reference Grammar
GEORGE AARON BROADWELL

By utilizing all available resources, George Aaron Broadwell has constructed the first fully developed reference grammar of the Timucua language, shedding crucial light on distinctive grammar properties important to reading and interpreting Timucua texts.

“This grammar of Timucua is exhaustive, and it is impressive how George Aaron Broadwell has derived the grammar from the imperfectly bilingual sources. His extensive database of Timucua texts has helped him greatly in explaining the grammar of this long-extinct language isolate. He does not shy away from the difficulties inherent in working with seventeenth-century material but discusses them in detail.”
—Geoffrey D. Kimball, author of Koasati Grammar

October 2024 • 468 pp.
$90.00 • hardcover

THE AANIIIH (GROS VENTRE) LANGUAGE
A Revitalization Reference Grammar
ANDREW COWELL WITH TERRY BROCKIE

Andrew Cowell and Terry Brockie present a tribally centered reference grammar of Aaniiih (Gros Ventre), a member of the Algonquian language family most closely related to the Arapaho language. Together they retranscribe historical and archival documentation of the language as a model revitalization reference grammar.

“Invaluable both for the Aaniiih community seeking to revitalize the language and for Algonquianist linguists eager to understand the role of Aaniiih in comparative and historical linguistic work. This book is an inspiring example of a ‘revitalization grammar.’ Cowell’s volume demonstrates how much can be discovered in the corpus of earlier documentation and presents the material in such a way that current community members can make use of the detailed descriptions.”
—Amy Dahlstrom, author of Plains Cree Morphosyntax

October 2024 • 520 pp.
$95.00 • hardcover
A CONCISE DICTIONARY OF NAKODA (ASSINIBOINE)
VINCENT COLLETT
WITH WILMA KENNEDY
FOREWORD BY CHIEF IRA MCARTHUR
This dictionary brings to life the hopes and dreams of Nakoda (Assiniboine) elders. The Nakoda language—also known as Assiniboine, an Ojibwe ethnonym meaning “Stone Enemy”—is an endangered Siouan language of the Mississippi Valley branch spoken in southern Saskatchewan as well as in northern Montana. Nakoda belongs to the Dakotan dialectal continuum, which includes Dakota, Lakota, and Stoney.
“A great resource for both academic and nonacademic audiences. It is the most comprehensive dictionary of the Nakoda (Assiniboine) language. It is a mandatory addition to reference collections at academic libraries and will be a treasured possession of every Nakoda household.”—Jurgita Antoine, director of Native Language Research for the American Indian Higher Education Consortium
February 2023 • 378 pp.
$85.00 • hardcover
Studies in the Native Languages of the Americas

LESSONS FROM FORT APACHE
Beyond Language Endangerment and Maintenance
M. ELEANOR NEVINS
WITH A NEW FOREWORD BY THE AUTHOR, CLINE GRIGGS, AND MONA ELEANDO
Lessons from Fort Apache is an ethnography of Indigenous language dynamics on the Fort Apache reservation in Arizona that reveals important implications for both North American and global concerns about language endangerment.
“An important book for people, both Native and non-Native, who are involved with language preservation, maintenance, and strengthening programs. Those working for language and culture revitalization will recognize many of the issues, problems, and glimmers of hope described. Those seeking to establish or become involved with such processes may find the insights of this work a welcome buffer against the first onslaughts of angst and self-doubt.”—Judith M. Maxwell, Journal of Linguistic Anthropology
January 2024 • 282 pp.
$35.00 • paperback
TRUTH AND POWER IN AMERICAN ARCHAEOLOGY
ALICE BECK KEHOE
Key writings of Alice Beck Kehoe provide students and scholars of anthropology an overview of methodological and ethical issues in Americanist archaeology over the last thirty years.

“Truth and Power in American Archaeology provides students and scholars an overview of mid-twentieth-century Americanist archaeology, a time when a small group of senior and junior scholars dominated the discipline. . . . I highly recommend her book for its personal and remarkable insights into the academic seas through which she has navigated. It also marks a course that American archaeology must follow to include underrepresented scholars, accept diverse understandings, and engage Native peoples.”
—Timothy Earle, recipient of the 2023 Society for American Archaeology’s Lifetime Achievement Award

October 2024 • 300 pp.
$99.00 • hardcover
$35.00 • paperback
Critical Studies in the History of Anthropology

GIRL ARCHAEOLOGIST
Sisterhood in a Sexist Profession
ALICE BECK KEHOE
2022 Choice Outstanding Academic Title
Girl Archaeologist illuminates the life and trailblazing career of Alice Kehoe, a woman with a family who was always, also, an archaeologist.

“Kehoe has seen archaeology grow and change over sixty years—both technically and politically. While women in positions of prestige and influence were rare in the 1960s, today they are common. Kehoe’s story documents what it took to move the profession in that direction. It is an inspiration to all.”
—American Archaeology

“Books such as Girl Archaeologist are not only a reflection of how the field of archaeology has changed, but also provide space to examine the profession at the current moment.”
—Historical Archaeology

March 2022 • 230 pp.
$24.95 • paperback
THE HISTORY OF ANTHROPOLOGY
A Critical Window on the Discipline in North America
REGNA DARNELL

This volume on the history of anthropology and its four fields emphasizes schools of theory, institutional connections, social networks, and collaborative research with Indigenous communities in Americanist anthropology. With her fifty-year career in all four fields of anthropology, Regna Darnell brings unsurpassed historicist and presentist interpretations of the discipline’s legacy in North America.

“Regna Darnell has provided us with a key source for the documentation and analysis of the development of American anthropology. This is an important, nay, an excellent volume.”—Rosemary Lévy Zumwalt, Journal of Folklore Research

“A profound understanding of the Boasian bedrock by a living legend in the history of anthropology.”—Christine Laurière and Frederico Delgado Rosa, directors of BEROSE: International Encyclopaedia of the Histories of Anthropology

October 2021 • 398 pp.
$99.00 • hardcover
$33.00 • paperback
Critical Studies in the History of Anthropology

HISTORY OF THEORY AND METHOD IN ANTHROPOLOGY
REGNA DARNELL

This volume on the methodology, practice, thought, and history of North Americanist anthropology emphasizes theory schools, institutional connections, social networks, and collaborative research with Indigenous communities. Regna Darnell’s fifty-year career brings unsurpassed interpretations, both historicist and presentist, of the discipline’s legacy in North America.

“Assessing and reassessing the field with fifty years of experience and skill allows Darnell to produce sage insights and demonstrate her progressive thinking on critical anthropological themes, such as the effects of social networks on theory.”—N. J. Parezo, Choice

“We are gifted with a clearly written and revelatory unpacking of the connections, alliances, and discordant moments of an anthropology practice grounded in humanistic and scholarly precepts.”—Bernard Perley, author of Defying Maliseet Language Death

June 2022 • 348 pp.
$99.00 • hardcover
$30.00 • paperback
Critical Studies in the History of Anthropology
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